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Lesson-11

غ خ

بِْسِم اهللِ الرَّْحمِٰن الرَِّحيْمِ 
ََلـُ عَٰٰل رَُسْوِؿ اهللِ  ٰلوةُ وَالسَّ اَلَْحمُْد هلِلِ وَالصَّ

ََلـُ  عَلَيُْكمْ َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   اَلسَّ



Approximately



Relax & Smile! 

You are the best! Why? The Prophet pbuh said so! 

You learn best and remember more when you feel good!
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Take a deep 
breath



The Letter Poem1
ـَ 
  
  
  

َؼ  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



First Letter



غُراب

What is that bird? Crow.  In Arabic, it means   غراب.  It is a very intelligent bird!



Shape of Letter غ

You see ‘ayn in the center and a ghuraab flying towards ayn.



Shape of Letter غ

When   غرابsits on   عit becomes غ  .  ع has no dot and   غhas a dot on its head.



Shape of Letter غ A dot above
means

Stronger air 
flow



From the upper part of the throat 

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid



“The one who taught by the pen”

Strokes for Arabic Letters





Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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غػ غ
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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غػ غ
ػغػ ػغ

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters

Change for cursive writing. Its head is 
like a cap (to avoid mixing it with م)
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غػ غ
ػغػ ػغ

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



المػغػضوب بلػغ
غػسق

4th

Examples
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غػ غ
ػغػ ػغ

با
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With Fathah

غَػ غَ 
ػغَػ ػغَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Second Letter



Shape of Letter ح

Your remember the 2 brothers ج with jelly sandwitch and ح the hungry one. 
Actually, there is a third one too!  This one did not like jam and was not hungry either.  So 
what did he have? 



خبز

For this you need to know خبز . Khubz means bread.  



Shape of Letter خ

This one likes Khubz and carries one always on its head (not hungry now!).  Its name 
therefore is khaa. 



Shape of Letter خ
A dot above

means
Stronger air 

flow



From the upper part of the throat 

Image is from the book of  Sheik Ayman Suwaid





Short Form

2. Put the connector

1. Identify the face!
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خػ خ
Full Form  Short Form

(Beginning or middle)
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خػ خ
ػخػ ػخ

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)

Connectors from previous letters



يػخػزيننػسػخ
خػلق

4th

Examples
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خػ خ
ػخػ ػخ

ا
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With Fathah

َخػ خَ 
ػَخػ ػخَ 

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



Lets practice reading the new letters…



غَػ



َخػغَػ



ػخَ َخػغَػ



َخػػخَ َخػغَػ



خَ َخػػخَ َخػغَػ



ػغَػ



ػَخػػغَػ



ػغَ ػَخػػغَػ



ػخَ ػغَ ػَخػػغَػ



غَػػخَ ػغَ ػَخػػغَػ



Don’t Mix the letters!
Each one has a unique sound or appearance

Sound Appearance



خَ  حَ 
َخػ َحػ
ػَخػ  Use this clue ifػَحػ

you are confused 
between the two 

A dot above
means

Stronger air 
flow

Spot the difference! 



Spot the difference! 

غَ  عَ 
غَػ عَػ
ػغَػ  Use this clue ifػعَػ

you are confused 
between the two 

A dot above
means

Stronger air 
flow



Remember the 3 brothers!

خَ  حَ  جَ 
َخػ َحػ َجػ
ػَخػ ػَحػ ػَجػ



Notice the difference!

ؾَ  ؽَ  خَ 
كَػ قَػ َخػ
ػَكػ ػقَػ ػَخػ



Lets revise what we learnt in previous lessons



ػبَ 



ػنَ ػبَ 



ػثَ ػنَ ػبَ 



ػَش ػثَ ػنَ ػبَ 



ػَس ػَش ػثَ ػنَ ػبَ 



ػتَ 



ػىَ ػتَ 



ػمَ ػىَ ػتَ 



ػكَ ػمَ ػىَ ػتَ 



ػلَ ػكَ ػمَ ػىَ ػتَ 



ؤَ 



ئَ ؤَ 



ءَ ئَ ؤَ 



ػَف ءَ ئَ ؤَ 



ػقَ ػَف ءَ ئَ ؤَ 



ػعَ 



ػحَ ػعَ 



ػجَ ػحَ ػعَ 



رَ ػجَ ػحَ ػعَ 



زَ رَ ػجَ ػحَ ػعَ 



 َ ا



 َ َ ا ػا



 َ َ ا َ ػا ا



 َ َ ا َ ػا َ ا ػا



 َ َ ا َ ػا َ ا َ ػا ػا



بَػ



مَػبَػ



وَ مَػبَػ



فَػوَ مَػبَػ



ثَػفَػوَ مَػبَػ



ذَ 



ظَ ذَ 



تَػظَ ذَ 



دَ تَػظَ ذَ 



َطػدَ تَػظَ ذَ 



زَ 



َسػزَ 



َصػَسػزَ 



لَػَصػَسػزَ 



نَػلَػَصػَسػزَ 



رَ 



َجػرَ 



َشػَجػرَ 



يَػَشػَجػرَ 



َضػيَػَشػَجػرَ 



كَػ



قَػكَػ



ءَ قَػكَػ



ئَػءَ قَػكَػ



َ ئَػءَ قَػكَػ ا



هَػ



عَػهَػ



َحػعَػهَػ



غَػَحػعَػهَػ



َخػغَػَحػعَػهَػ



Let’s Play a Game!

I will show you different words.  

You will identify the letter that I want. 



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Ghayn?



Where is Khaa?



Where is Khaa?



Where is Khaa?



Where is Khaa?



Where is Khaa?



Where is Khaa?



You have already learnt Alif in the lesson for Hamzah!
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ا ا
ػا اػ

Full Form  Short Form
(Beginning or middle)



4th

Examples
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لها افعلو
ءام اان



The Letter Poem1
ـَ 
  
  
  

َؼ  وَ َب   1
are from the lips

2

Tongue has many; 
12 from the tip

3

At the end is:  ا

(with Fathah)

With action 
please!  

(to remember 
attributes)



Spoken Arabic
Selections are such that they occur most in the Qur’an!
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مُْسلِمَات

مُو ِْمنَات

ََكفَِرات

مُْسلِمَة

مُو ِْمنَة

ََكفَِرة

Muslims

Believers

Disbelievers 



ََلـُ عَلَيُْكمْ  وَالسَّ
َورَْحمَةُ اهللِ وَبََرََكتُه   

That’s it for now.
See you in the next lesson.

Keep praying:  رَّبِ زِْدنِْي ِعلْمًا
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